


Hello there SLP,

This is a ‘me, me, me’ exercise of the good kind.

I want you to think realistic and think big at the 
same time. 

Sit down with that cup of coffee, glass of wine or 
herbal tea and set some goals for yourself.

It doesn’t matter when you do this. It only matters 
that you do this. Life changes - and goals should 
change to reflect this. 

You might be starting a new job, a new school 
year, just beginning in your career or a little 
bogged down in the day-to-day of SLP life and need 
some reinvigoration. Keep it somewhere visible and 
simply plug away at it.

You are bound to be successful

Rebecca Reinking 



The SLPs
Book to read

Therapy to try

Game to get

Conference to attend

Podcast to Listen to

DIY craft to master

Topic to learn

Resource to buy
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Thanks for your purchase! As an SLP who has worked around the world I know 
those baggage limits well!
So with that in mind I hope you find these resources:
• Very functional – use them across different settings/places
• Flexible – because I like YOU to get lots of use out of 1 item
• And just essential – because every SLP needs ‘the basics’ 

Terms of Use:
Y The entire resource is my copyrighted material.
Y If you want to share this product with your 
colleagues, please direct them to my store to download 
themselves J
Y feel free to share on social media and tag me 
@adventuresinspeechpathology –I’d love to see your 
ideas!
Y if you are not sure if you can do something, just 
email me and I’ll answer your questions.
Y I love making freebies - so please leave some 
feedback on TpT for me to read and get lovely thoughts.
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Want freebies?

for my newsletter to get 
exclusive freebies, discount 

notifications & the latest blog posts 
www.adventuresinspeechpathology.com

Thank you for respecting my work

http://www.adventuresinspeechpathology.com/

